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ABSTRACT 
It is shown, constructively, that the mapping T H AT is sequentially continuous with respect to the 
weak-operator topology r,,. on the unit ball of the space of bounded operators on a separable Hil- 
bert space if it takes r,.-Cauchy sequences to TW,-Cauchy sequences. 
Let H be a separable Hilbert space, HI the unit ball of H, B(H) the space of 
bounded linear operators on H, and Bi (H) the unit ball of B(H). In this note 
we continue the constructive’ investigation, begun in [4], of the weak-operator 
continuity of the mapping T H AT for a fixed A E B(H). 
The weak-operator topology r,,, on B(H) is the weakest opology with respect 
to which the mapping T H (TX, y) is continuous for all X, y E H. The restriction 
of this topology to f?i (H) is metrisable ([8], page 371, Exercise 5.7.7), and Bi (H) 
is rw-totally bounded. With classical logic, but not constructively, it can be 
shown that Bi (H) is also complete and therefore compact; see [2]. 
For a fixed A E B(H) the right multiplication mapping T F+ TA is uniformly 
continuous on Bi (H), as, classically, is the left multiplication THAT. In [4] we 
showed that the sequential continuity of left multiplication for every A E B(H) 
implies the limited principle of omniscience (LPO), 
‘For us. ‘constructive’ means ‘using intuitionistic logic’. Background material in constructive 
mathematics can be found in [I], [6], and [ll]. A standard reference for the recursive version of 
constructive mathematics is [9]. A classical framework for computable analysis, within which our 
results can be interpreted, is described in [12]. For general results on the sequential continuity of 
functions in constructive analysis see [7] and [3]. 
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For every binary sequence (a,,),” II either a,, = 0 for all n or else there 
exists n such that a,, = 1, 
a principle that cannot be derived within Heyting arithmetic (that is, Peano 
arithmetic with intuitionistic logic - see [ 111). We also showed, without the hy- 
pothesis that H be separable, that the continuity of the left multiplication fA by 
A is equivalent to the existence of the adjoint A* and to the condition that f~ 
take r,,,-totally bounded subsets of s,(H) to r,-totally bounded subsets of 
B(H). Our objective in the present paper is to prove the following result. 
Proposition 1. Let H be a separable Hilbert space, A an element of B(H), and fA 
the restriction to f?,(H) of the mapping T H AT. Suppose that fA maps r,-Cauchy 
sequences to r,-Cauchy sequences. Then fA is (rw, -r,)-sequentially continuous at 0. 
The proof of this proposition requires a couple of preliminaries. For the first of 
these we note that, as Richman [lo] has recently shown, the adjoint of A E 
B(H) exists if and only if A(Hl) is located (that is, the distance from each ele- 
ment of H to A(Hl) exists). 
Lemma 2. LPO implies that ifH is a separable Hilbert space, then every element 
of B(H) has an adjoint. 
Proof. Let H be a separable Hilbert space, HI its (separable) unit ball, and A 
an element of l?(H). Then A(H1) is separable. If LPO holds, then every sepa- 
rable subset of a metric space is located: this is easily shown using the con- 
structive least-upper-bound principle ([l], page 37, Proposition (4.3)). In that 
case, A(Hl) is located, and therefore A has an adjoint. q 
We say that a mapping f of a metric space X into a metric space (Y, p) is 
sequentially nondiscontinuous at x0 if the conditions 
i$mx, = xo and ‘v’n(o(f (x4, f (x0)) 2 6) 
together imply that e 5 0. 
Lemma 3. Let H be a separable Hilbert space, A an element of B(H), and fA the 
restriction to I31 (H) of the mapping T H AT. If fA maps r,,.-Cauchy sequences to 
r,,,-Cauchy sequences, then it is sequentially nondiscontinuous at0. 
Proof. Assume that fA maps r,-Cauchy sequences to T,-Cauchy sequences. Let 
( T,)noO, 1 be a sequence in 231 (H) that is T,-convergent o 0, let t E H, and let E be 
a real number such that 1 (A T&, c) ( > E for each n. Suppose that E > 0. Given a 
binary sequence (a,),: 1, construct an increasing binary sequence (X,),: 1 such 
that 
X, = 0 + Vk 5 n (ak = 0), 
X,=l+3k<n(ak=l). 
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Without loss of generality, we may assume that Xi = 0. If X, = 0, set S,, = 0; if 
X, = 1 - X, _ 1, set Sk = T,, for all k > n. Then ($),t, is a T,,,-Cauchy sequence 
in 6 (H), so ((AS&, I)),“, is a Cauchy sequence in C. Choose N such that 
I(&&0 - (ASzS,J)I < e (m,n 2 N). 
Either XN = 1 and there exists n < N such that a,, = 1, or else XN = 0. In the 
latter case, if n > N and X, = 1 - X, _ 1, then 
a contradiction; so X, = 0 for all n > N and therefore for all n; whence ak = 0 
for all k. Thus LPO holds, and therefore, by Lemma 2, A has an adjoint. It fol- 
lows thatfA is (T,,, T,,,)-continuous, which is impossible in view of our choice of 
E. We conclude that E 5 0. 0 
We now give the Proof of Proposition 1. Assume that f~ maps r,-Cauchy se- 
quences to T,,,-Cauchy sequences. To establish the sequential continuity offA at 
0, it suffices to prove that for each < E H the mapping T I-+ (A TJ, e) on ,131 (H) is 
r,,.-sequentially continuous at 0. Accordingly, let (Tn)nmf 1 be a sequence in 
Bi (H) converging to 0 in the topology T,,,; then for each k, ((AT,&, [))nEk is a 
Cauchy, and therefore totally bounded, sequence in C; so 
exists. Given E > 0, we need only find k such that Sk < 2~; clearly, we may as- 
sume that.si > E. Taking 110 = 0, construct an increasing binary sequence (A,), 
and an increasing sequence (ni)E, of positive integers, such that 
D if Xi = 0, then ni > ni- 1 and [(AT,,<, <)I > E; 
D if Xi = 1, then ni = Hi_ 1 and s,~ < 2~. 
If Xi = 0, set Si = 0; if Xi = 1 - Xi_ 1, set Sk = T,,_, for all k > n. Then (Sk);= 1 
is a T,-Cauchy sequence in Bi (H); so ((A$&, <))p= 1is a Cauchy sequence in C, 
and therefore 
exists. Either s > 0 or s < E. In the latter case, if there exists i such that Xi = 
1 -Xi-i, then 
a contradiction; whence Xi = 0, and therefore I (AT,&, [) ( > E, for all i. This is 
absurd, in view of Lemma 3. Thus the case s < E is ruled out, and so s > 0. 
Hence there exists i such that [(AS&, E) 1 > 0; then Xi = 1 and therefore sn, < 2~. 
This completes the proof. 0 
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